
Dazzle pro-high end display of 
stage rental industry!
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Dazzle pro

Classic product, make high end 

display of the rental industry！

Dazzle：
High quality, good price——Stage rental king of the cost effective!

Dazzle plus

Innovative upgrade, be the best product of the world stage rental industry！



Dazzlepro cabinet picture

Dazzlepro’s cabinet size is 

500*500/500*1000, which is 

contemporarily the most popular cabinet 

size.



Dazzle pro（500*500）cabinet picture

Straight angle500*500 cabinet Italic angle500*500 cabinet



Dazzlepro（500*1000）cabinet picture

Straight angle 500*1000 cabinet Italic 500*1000 cabinet



Dazzle pro ：

Two characteristics

Three advantages

Three details



The model of LED display modular design

Cabinet、module、Power box all modular 

design, fast snap on locker.

Characteristic 1：



Cabinet、module、power box，totally toolless，

fast separate any of these parts, without any 

single screw.



Regardless of power box and module, there are all 

adopt wireless design. Power box and module can be 

took off without any tools. Very easy to maintain.



The power box adopts fast snap on design, very 

fast and easy to take off and put on, convenient 

maintenance.



World initiate：Automatic color calibration

When changing module、receiving card and sending 

card, no need to do any set up or adjustments, no 

need to resend data, it works itself.

Characteristic 2：



Automatic calibration working principle

模组 B 
Sending 

card
Receiving 

card
Module A 

Calibration 
specs A

correction 
coefficient 

B

Auto read

 The correction coefficient is saved on module, when switch on the display, receiving card will read the 

correction coefficient automatically then start to work on it.

 When replacing a new module, receiving card will read the new correction coefficient, in order to make 

sure the display is working functionally.



Correction coefficient is saved on every 

Module

When replaced the module or 

receiving card, there is no need to do 

anything, just leave it to work.

The whole screen will looks good, no 

chromatism, patch or mosaic. 

Correction coefficient is saved on every 

receiving card

When replacing modules，need to re-set 

correction coefficient , otherwise it 

doesn’t work.

If once lost the data by mistakes or 

accidents, after replacing modules, the 

display will appears patch or chromatism 

（like picture on the right）

Auto calibrationTraditional calibration

Comparing with traditional calibration, where is the 
advantage of auto calibration?



Dazzle pro ：

Three advantages
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Able to do curve shape, able to do blend assembling

Can do outer curve, but also inner curve, 

can do blend assembling with two different 

size cabinets.

Advantage 1 ：



Dazzle pro can do inner curve shape and outer curve 

shape；The minimum outer curve angle is 20°, the 

maximum inner curve angle is 30°.



Dazzle pro（500*500）cabinet can assemble with Dazzle 

pro（500*1000）cabinet, in order to make the installation 

more flexible.



Dazzle pro’s other shapes assembling diagram
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Tremendous high refresh rate and high gray level performance

Dazzle pro has tremendous performance on high 

refresh rate and high gray level, that realized the 

real high gray level with lower brightness！

Advantage 2 ：



Upgrade module design, efficiently 
enhanced refresh rate

 Take the most common used cabinet size 

500*1000 for instance：

 Each receiving card output 16 groups of data

 Each group of data controls 128dots length

 Display effect are：gray level 14BIT、refresh rate 

960HZ

Dazzle I

Upgrade module design, efficiently 
enhanced refresh rate

 Brand new revision on Dazzle pro:

 Single receiving card  can output 32 groups of data

 Upgrade module design, each group of data controls 

64dots length

 Control dots reduced, graphic effect enhanced

 Data groups doubled, graphic effect doubled!

Dazzle pro

Dazzle pro: excellent high refresh rate and 

high gray level performance



High refresh rate mode

14bit gray level

3840hz refresh rate

Mainly apply to live 

broadcasting、stage rental

High gray level mode

16bit gray level

1920hz refresh rate

Mainly apply to night club、

large-scale exhibition

Dazzle pro: excellent high refresh rate 

and high gray level performance



10% brightness contrast

Dazzle pro indeed realized low brightness 

but high gray level

Dazzle pro Ordinary LED display



10% brightness contrast

Dazzle pro is the display which realized real high 

gray level with lower brightness.  

Dazzle pro Ordinary LED display
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The easiest maintenance LED display at the scene

Dazzle pro posses the leading design and concepts on 

maintenance、spot cabinets monitoring and data 

storage in the industry.

Advantage 3：



Visible connection setting, more convenient spot installation and maintenance

Receiving cards serial number are showing on the screen, which clearly 
shows the connected relation. Regardless disorganized receiving cards 
order.



Dazzle pro is able to monitor and inspect its modules working 

condition、temperature/humidity、voltage and LAN cable.

Modules abnormal status Modules normal status

Module monitoring

Can detect how many cabinets in a whole screen via the software.

Can inspect each module’s working condition via the software.

Cabinets on-site supervision，modules working condition are visible



Temperature/humidity ，Voltage monitoring

 Able to display each cabinet’s temperature

 Able to display each cabinet’s humidity

 Able to display each cabinet’s working voltage

 When temperature、humidity or voltage exceeds the setting parameters，there will be automatic alarm activated by the system

LAN cable inspection

 Able to calculate each cabinet’s signal transfer amount and working time

 There is feedback mechanism on each cabinet, which enable screen automatic correction when there are error codes 
occurred during the working time.

 If error rate greater than 3ppm, system will remind there is problem with LAN cable and correct to single LAN cable. 

Cabinets on-site supervision ， modules working condition are visible
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Module parameter

Saving specification 

parameter in to modules 

and cabinets

Components 
information

IC and other key 

components model that 

for saving in to modules.

LED parameter

Modules LED

batch、brightness、

length wave etc.

Modules 

production date 

and serial number

Custom product 

name available

Module running 
time，easier optimal 
configuration

Production information

Product name

Running time

Powerful intelligent saving function，more convenient on spot data upload



Live broadcasting，realized non-delay graphics on screen

When live broadcasting，display pictures always keep the same 
pace with the scene, there will be no graphic delay occurred. 



Dazzle pro ：

Three details



Three details，give expression to human-oriented design 

Tiny point，manifest humanization design, 

wholeheartedly consider for our clients.

Dazzle pro：



There are special designed 4 anticollision small sill pillars, which enable to
protect LEDs will not drop from module by accidentally crash.

Anticollision
design



There is a special made string that between power box and cabinet, 
which enable to protect power box falling from cabinet when 
disassemble the power box.

Anti-fall 
design



There are two glass balls on one side of the cabinet, another side have 2 ball
grooves. When combining cabinets, insert the balls to the ball grooves of
one another cabinet, which easier to build screen faster and make it more
flat between cabinets.

Glass ball 
design



Besides, Dazzle pro also supports 3D, just one 

button to shift 2D/3D！



【Specifications】Indoor dazzle pro

Model P28 P3.91

Pixel Pitch 2.84 3.91

Pixel Density 123904 65536

Brightness 1000 1000

Refresh Rate ≥3840 ≥3840

Grey Level 15bit 15bit

Power consumption(MAX./AVG.) 180W/70W 180W/70W

viewing angle Horizontal/Vertical 160/140 160/140

Cabinet size

500*500 500*500/500*1000

Cabinet pixel
176*176 128*128/176*352

Angle Lock --- angle lock is optional

Cabinet weight 8.5 8.5/14

IP(front/back) IP20 IP20

Working Voltage 110-220 110-220



Thank You for Watching


